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Abstract 
 
The bachelor thesis “The origin of the Nazi death camps 1941 – 1942” explores the escalation 
of the Jewish persecution in the period between the attack on the Soviet Union and the 
Wannsee Conference. The focus of this thesis lies in the cricial period for the destiny of the 
Jews in the Nazi Germany, with its stressing the most important points that led to the gradual 
escalation of the Jewish persecution. The killing starts with searching the most suitable 
destination for the deportations, and it proceeds to numerous murders in which there were the 
origins for the mass killings that followed. These were known as the “final solution” and they 
took place in a highly elaborated system of camps which were later called “death camps”. The 
main focus is therefore the distribution of the directions, control and coordination of the 
killings by the Nazi security institutions and administration. This is because the formation of 
the administration and progressive centralization of the Jewish persecution are the most 
important points for the understanding of how this mass killing could be so carefully 
controlled by the Nazis and how it could develop from such local activities to the massively 
industrialized killings of the Jews from the entire Europe. 
  
